Eye-friendly display, Easy operation

functions

A color LCD panel provides
operational convenience.

Sleep mode function to
conserve energy

An easy to view color LCD panel and
special use keys, along with the straight
forward interface allow for improved
operation.
The job currently being
embroidered on the machine is displayed
on the screen in real time. <PAT>

The energy saving sleep mode function
of a computer has been adapted to the
operation panel. Holding down the sleep
mode key puts the machine into sleep
mode and pressing it once more cancels
the function.
Unnecessary power consumption can
be kept down without turning off the
main power.

-6.5 inch Color LCD panel
-Runs on Windows R CE OS
-Standard memory of
2,000,000 stitches

The sleep mode key
will be lit red in sleep
mode status

Selectable data input/output
Design data can be input and output
using USB memory. Input/output with
floppy disks is possible with the
optional floppy disk drive.

Main Functions
Memory

2,000,000 stitches

Design Scale up/down

50%-100% (in units of 1%)

Rotate design

in units of 1°

Auto design repeat

X/Y 99 times each

Edit design

stitch by stitch

Frame back/forward

In units of 1, 3, 5 stitches, color change,
designated stitch count.

specification

Return to start position

Move the frame back to the design start position.

Automatic offset

Move the frame automatically to a position that is
easy for changing appliqué or frames, at the end
of embroidery.

Manual offset

Return the frame to where it was in case it was
moved manually while embroidery operation was
stopped.

Automatic design rotation on
Cap frame

A data set design is automatically rotatable on a
Cap frame by 180 degrees.

Specifications
Needles

Models

TEMX-C

Emb. Space (D×W) mm

9

12

15

Normal

○

○

○

360×500

[Example of model code] TEMX-C15 01
a
b c

Wide Cap Frame Semi Wide Cap Frame Tubular Frame

75×360

83×180

360×500

Cylindrical Frame
Clamp

Clip

170×60

100/75×140

A

B

C

D

E

F

830

750

760

196

720

820

Contents of model code : a = Model name
b = Number of needles
c = Number of heads
F

C

Factory option

Sequin device IV, Zigzag cording device, Position marker, Beam sensor
D

Option

High speed cording device, Boring device(not applicable with cap frames), Emb. Lame attachment,
Front table, Exclusive stand

Frames
Stitch length

Border frame(with an exclusive table), Wide Cap frame, Cylindrical frame, Auto clamp frame, Pocket frame
Ternary scale : 0.1~12.1mm, Binary scale : 0.1~12.7mm

Speed

Max. 1,200rpm

Motor

AC servo motor x 1, Pulse motor x 2

Electricity
Power consumption

A

E
B

Single-phase 100 - 120V, 200 - 240V 50Hz/60Hz
150W

*We reserve the right to change the specification for improvements without previous notice.
*Rotational speed may vary, depending on the applicable conditions, machine models or frame types.
*No design or registered trademark of the products contained in this catalog may be used without the prior permission.
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